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Tax Certiorari

Tax commision protest should be on the
mind of all property owners and developers
Peter Blond
Brandt,
Steinberg,
Lewis &
Blond LLP
The end of June is usually hectic
with clients and prospective clients
calling about their newly issued NYC
tax bills due July 1st. What isn’t typical,
from all types of property owners, is the
level of concern and frustration in their
voices. In fact, I have not experienced
a June like this since 2008. There are
other similar scents in the air from
2008. On the residential front, vacancy
rates are climbing and rents appear to
have topped out. On the commercial
front, storefronts in customarily superior locations are increasingly vacant.
On the geopolitical front, a two-term
President will be replaced by a possible
“wildcard.”
Of course there are folks trying to
sell Brexit as a good thing for the U.S.
real estate market. Or maybe you’re
a believer that Chinese investors will
continue parking their money in U.S.
assets? When people are postulating
to forecast continued increases in U.S.

property values, it seems to me they
are in tacit agreement that leading domestic indicators have turned negative.
As Louis Pasteur said, albeit in
French, “Chance favors the prepared
mind.” As I wrote back in 2005,
landlords that fail to protest their real
estate tax assessment - because their
tenant or tenants pay most or all of the
corresponding taxes – risk angering
their tenants at best; at worst, they risk
having to pay the taxes themselves
while receiving little or no base rent.
While troubled tenancies are often
noticeable, sometimes a net or anchor
tenant can stop paying or even vacate
with little notice. This is particularly
true when there is a widespread negative economic event, like 2008.
Prudent commercial landlords
file a yearly tax assessment protest,
regardless of macro or micro-economics, to protect their rights and
interests. An example of why this
can prove critical: Property owner A
files a NYC Tax Commission protest
by March 1st, 2016, even though the
property is performing well relative
to the assessment. On March 2nd, the
landlord receives notice that the tenant
will be vacating immediately. In this
example, the landlord preserved its
recourse as to the tax assessment and
corresponding taxes that run from July

1st to the following June 30th.
Protective measures by landlords,
like the above example, can often

purchasers. Several years ago, before
the sun-setting of the 421a program
as we knew it, the program’s benefits
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prove prescient. If property owner A
failed to file by March 1st, it would be
liable for the full-year tax bill despite
the dramatic negative change in circumstance. Additionally, commercial
tenants paying a pro-rata portion of the
tax bill expect their landlord to protect
their interests as well. A partial tenant
usually has no legal standing to protest
on their own. Nonetheless, actions
have been commenced against landlords for failure to protest, regardless
of whether the lease indicated such
responsibility existed.
Residential ownership has different concerns, since there are no
“pass-throughs” involved. The topic
causing the most anxiety, lately, is new
residential condominiums. Much of
the uneasiness originates from 421a
exemptions or, more to the point,
over-assessments which leave substantial tax burdens on new unsuspecting

were scaled back. Specifically, a “cap”
was legislated where each condo unit
had a maximum benefit regardless of
how high the assessment was for that
one unit.
The “cap” created a situation where
purchasers – who were used to prior
421a buildings/benefits – anticipated
a full exemption for a period of years
or little to no near-term tax liability.
However, the city assessor’s office
has different ideas and many of these
buildings encounter artificially high
assessments that focus more on construction costs than on rental economics as dictated by current law.
Sponsors are increasingly surprised
by the excessive level of assessment
ascribed to their projects. Yet, what I’ve
beenwitnessingismuchmoretroubling;
sponsors that fail to protest the post-construction assessments by making the
same assumptions as their ill-informed

buyers. While liability and damages are
difficult to evaluate, some boards are
commencing actions against the sponsor for the failure to protest. Additional
claims include failure to adequately
apprise the buyers that the exemption
may not cover the entire tax bill.
Ultimately, a sponsor can’t know
with certainty what the assessments
will be. Accordingly, the age old “caveat emptor” applies to buyers more
than ever. Furthermore, sponsors and
landlords aren’t clairvoyant, insofar as
they can’t forecast what may happen
months after the March 1st assessment
protest deadline. The only guarantee
in assessments, and tax certiorari, is
failure to protest automatically means
your tentative assessment will be
confirmed as accurate. With tenants
and buyers relying more on litigation
- possibly in greater numbers with
many 421a projects still not complete
– preemptive action via an annual
tax commission protest should be on
the minds of all property owners and
developers, regardless of exemptions
or abatements.
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